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Thrust into heavy metal stardom as teenagers since 
their debut release, Kittie has thrashed and conquered 
the heavy metal world for more than twenty years. 
With six albums, over two million in sales and OzzFest 
co-headliners on their resume, Kittie has defied 
industry norms, fought back against women in rock 
stereotypes, and inspired generations around the 
globe since they appeared. Now for the first time, they 
are sharing their untold story about the importance of 
family, perseverance, and the upside-down hurricane 
of rock n roll in the new career spanning documentary 
film Origins/Evolutions. In correlation with the film is 
the release of this bonus live 12” featuring never before 
released recordings dating back to the early 2000’s.

Monster Magnet put the pedal to the metal with 
Mindfucker, their tenth studio effort which mastermind 
Dave Wyndorf stated is “full-ahead Detroit-style, early 
70s, MC5 and Stooges type of rock.” In terms of power 
driven stoner rock these gentlemen from New Jersey 
belong to the measure of all things. But Mindfucker is 
different, a step forward and a step back at the same 
time to the almighty roots of beat music. Wyndorf 
seeks and finds timeless songs here, kindled by the 
unpretentious proto-punk era and manipulates his 
guitar with rich virility and the drive of his shifty soul 
throughout. Up-tempo, savage in both sound and 
spirit, Mindfucker is the real deal. 

Brooding. Atmospheric. Isolationist. With weighty 
riffs summoning the Lovecraftian horrors of the 
cosmos, Green Druid’s music entrances listeners with 
tales of the Old Blood and of dismal worlds too soon 
forgotten. Hailing from the land of Denver, Colorado, 
Green Druid worships at the feet of the monolithic 
amplifier, and performs holy communion with the 
tremulous onslaught of murky tones that emanate 
from its maw. Ordained at the allowed altars of Sleep, 
Electric Wizard and all things THC, Green Druid’s full-
length debut album, Ashen Blood, has finally arrived – 
and if you are ready to receive it then be sure you pack 
the bowl extra tight and hang on. Also available as a 
gatefold 2xLP set on green vinyl (naturally). 

Whereas The Conscious Seed of Light and Monarchy 
were thematically centered around spring and summer, 
respectively, Where Owls Know My Name represents 
fall. And although that season is usually associated 
with death, for Rivers of Nihil, the autumn serves as a 
rebirth. Now the Reading, PA quintet delivers an album 
which is often just as punishing as its predecessors 
while assimilating ingredients from musical genres as 
varied as electronica, jazz, alternative, folk, and the 
golden age of Shrapnel Records. The resulting music is 
multifaceted soundscape that goes beyond the wildest 
dreams of even the group’s most ardent admirers. 
Where Owls Know My Name is Rivers of Nihil’s most 
visceral, accomplished, and satisfying offering to-date. 

Ever since their very first gig at the Rock City in Seattle 
in 1993, people have had no choice but to give Zeke 
their undivided attention. Zeke established a nasty 
disposition while cutting their teeth on its own brash 
hardcore punk. Now in 2018, the Seattle punk legends 
return with their first new album in over 14 years – 
Hellbender! Short, fast, loud, Hellbender contains 
fifteen tracks laced with Zeke’s signature mix of 
hyperspeed thrash-punk and Motörhead-possessed, 
hard-as-nails, rock n’ roll. Complete with raucous, in-
your-face production by Jack Endino (Nirvana, High 
on Fire, The Accüsed), Hellbender is the culmination 
of a band 25 years into their career sounding more 
aggressive, immediate and turbo-charged than ever 
before!

The winds of change most definitely fanned the 
flame for Light The Torch. On their 2018 full-length 
debut Revival, the Los Angeles, CA trio — Howard 
Jones [vocals], Francesco Artusato [guitar], and Ryan 
Wombacher [bass] — drew from five years together as 
Devil You Know only to forge a wholly distinct path. 
Amidst myriad struggles, they returned from the brink 
under a new banner. “2016 was a really tough year for us 
as a band, both personally and professionally,” admits 
Howard. “During that time, we just bonded like never 
before. We all meshed because we faced war together. 
We survived. At the end, we realized we were a real 
band and decided to make an album representing that 
resilience.”

Hailing from Kenosha, Wisconsin, Jungle Rot has 
steadily collected fans by the thousands since their 
1995 demo release Skin the Living. The band released 
What Horrors Await in 2009, forcing metal heads to 
their knees, saluting their mastery of guitar distortion 
and growls were seemingly delivered from the deepest 
pits of Hell. Summoning their primal, innermost hatred, 
What Horrors Await brought hit after heavy hit, 
knocking down naysayers with one swift kick to the 
gonads. Sadly, What Horrors Await was only available 
in Europe, but now, as its 10th anniversary approaches, 
a new version with a fresh mix and master is available 
on these shores – and it sounds better (and more 
brutal) than ever!

The Dead Daisies are a gang of legends featuring Doug 
Aldrich (Whitesnake, Dio), John Corabi (Mötley Crüe), 
Marco Mendoza (Whitesnake), Deen Castronovo (Bad 
English) and David Lowy (Red Phoenix). Burn It Down 
is a muscular tour-de-force – a tornado of pounding 
drums, pulverizing bass, screaming guitars and in-
your-face vocals. Evoking the best of 70s rock, with 
moments of Motörhead, blended with the gigantic 
vocals (and guitars) of Boston’s best, The Dead 
Daisies’ fourth studio album was recorded in Nashville 
with Marti Frederiksen at the helm, mixed by Anthony 
Focx and mastered by legend Howie Weinberg. Says 
Corabi: “This is a balls-out old school rock record!” 
Indeed. Anthemic, hard driving, and loaded with 
screaming guitars, Burn It Down is a scorcher! 

Produced by Matt Hyde (Deftones, AFI), Thread 
continues to expand on Red Sun Rising’s weaving of 
different genres and influences to create its own radio-
friendly blend of hard rock – like Queens of the Stone 
Age meets Radiohead… Yet somehow both proggier 
and poppier. “This album feels like a rebirth,” says 
singer Mike Protich. “Although Red Sun Rising played 
140 shows on our last tour, it was not until we made 
this album that I felt we became a band. The growth 
and evolution of RSR that you will hear in our sound 
and our songwriting builds on our Thread mentality 
(songs that people can love and sing with us but don’t 
fit a mold). We aren’t chasing trends and never will.”

Deeply intrigued by analytical psychology, Kamelot’s 
new album The Shadow Theory leans on three pillars: 
The Shadow Empire (The global mind), The Shadow 
Key (The Resistance) and The Shadow Wall (The veil 
that blinds us from the truth). It’s a dystopian glimpse 
at the complexity of the human mind and its place in 
an oppressive society and most of all a fascinating and 
eerie backdrop for 13 lush and dramatic songs that 
boast Kamelot’s trademark grandeur – yet the band 
steps out to add modern elements along with the 
heavy drama that harkens back to its earliest days.  The 
Shadow Theory is not only a new chapter in Kamelot’s 
illustrious career, it’s their most thrilling and diverse 
effort yet!
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Swedish death metal legends The Crown spent most of 
2017 intensely rehearsing new material. They eventually 
entered the classic Studio Fredman with  Fredrik 
Nordstrom to record what would become their aptly 
named new album, Cobra Speed Venom. The sound is 
massive, brutal and a real punch in the face – extreme 
speed and aggression mixed with classic heavy metal 
and rock n’ roll – proving that The Crown have no sonic 
boundaries. The apocalyptic theme of the lyrics and 
music also fits perfectly with the outstanding artwork 
of Christian Sloan Hall. After 27 years, the band is still 
motivated to create a classic piece of art and their 
vision is as fully realized as ever here!
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Underøath went in the studio in the summer of 2017 
to record their sixth album with producer Matt Squire 
(Panic! At The Disco, 3OH!3). Assisted by Squire’s sonic 
psychology and enhanced with a wildly vivid mix from 
Failure’s Ken Andrews, Erase Me never equates getting 
older with being complacent. Right out of the gate, 
“It Has To Start Somewhere” hurls itself straight into 
the sun. “Wake Me” is almost pop that overshadows 
whatever manufactured nine-person co-writing session is 
currently being marketed on streaming-service playlists. 
“Rapture” is transgressive prog rock, while Chris Dudley’s 
electronics drive “No Frame” into universes unknown. 
Even the first single, “On My Teeth,” seemingly sends a 
warning to listeners to protect their necks. You need this.

The Sword’s sixth studio album, Used Future, was 
recorded in Portland, Oregon with producer Tucker 
Martine (My Morning Jacket, The Decemberists, 
Modest Mouse). A giant leap forward for the band 
dominated by heavy grooves, soaring hooks, and epic 
instrumental interludes, Used Furniture is The Swords’ 
modern version of a classic ‘70s rock album, in the 
tradition of masterpieces by The Who, Led Zeppelin, 
Black Sabbath, and Pink Floyd. It also sees the band 
utilizing synths more than ever before, adding a whole 
new layer of cinematic color to its dynamic sound. 
It’s just enough of a tweak to keep adventurous fans 
on their toes, and stodgy metalheads on the verge of 
bitching (which is their safe space). 
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